1 GB MEMORY MODULE INSTALLATION IN T200 TABLET

You can order the 1 GB memory modules at Amazon.com. The following model is compatible with the T200 tablet:

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0002821X4/ref=oh_details_o03_s00_i00?ie=UTF8&psc=1

Install the memory module following these simple steps:

- Place the tablet face down on a soft surface.
- To discharge potentially harmful static electricity, touch a large metal object before starting the installation.
- Remove the two screws that hold the memory compartment’s lid.
- Remove the lid.
- If you had sent your tablet to TabletKiosk, you will see the coin battery placed in the compartment, taped either to the lid or to the top of the memory module. **We strongly suggest that you get the battery upgrade, if you don’t have the battery in the compartment.**
- Remove the battery from the top of the memory module and unhook the (a) and (b) spring-loaded clamps.
Pull the clamps out from the notches of the module.
- The module will pop up ("a"), and you will be able to pull it out of its socket (b).

- Notice the keying tab inside the memory socket. You need to align it with the notch of the memory module’s connector.
Get the new memory module out of its package. Align the notch with the keying tab and insert the module at an angle in the connector. Make sure that the module is pushed in all the way (a).

Push down the edge of the module, so the spring-loaded clamps (a) and (b) snap in the notches on the module. Make sure that the clamps are holding the module in place securely.
- If the coin battery was taped on the top of the memory module, tape it back. Push the white connector of the battery down into the gap between the edge of the memory module and the frame of the compartment.

- Replace the lid of the compartment. If you feel resistance when putting back the lid, rearrange the battery and its cable to provide proper clearance.

- If you have any problems with this installation please e-mail to support@intelligilter.com